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What is Professional Scrum Product Owner - Advanced PSPO II
The Product Owner’s role is multifaceted, requiring the practitioner to engage in behaviors and adopt
mindsets beyond the core of Agility and the Scrum Framework. This course surfaces these behaviors by
challenging the student to adopt several different Product Owner stances:

Customer Representative focused on understanding customer problems, challenges and potential
opportunities
Visionary communicating the vision, future state and possibilities in ways that foster common
understanding
Experimenter focusing on innovation, hypothesis testing and validating potential value to spark
product innovation
Influencer communicating with and influencing stakeholders, customers and the Scrum Team to act
with common purpose
Collaborator seeking input, ideas and feedback from others
Decision Maker focusing on creating maximum impact by making clear choices and decisions

This 2-day Professional Product Owner Advanced (PSPO-A) course focuses on helping experienced
practitioners expand their ability to establish a solid vision, validate their hypotheses, and ultimately deliver
more value to their stakeholders. It is intended for Product Owners who are looking to grow their knowledge
and abilities.
This course is an interactive, experiential workshop where attendees explore topics through a series of
exercises and discussions. Students should have at least one year of Product Owner experience and a
practical knowledge of Scrum in order to participate in and benefit from these exercises.



Who should attend Professional Scrum Product Owner - Advanced
PSPO II
The Professional Product Owner-Advanced course is an advanced course specifically designed for Product
Owners and product managers who have practical experience managing or owning a product.
It is also beneficial to Scrum Masters and stakeholders who work with Product Owners. It is particularly
beneficial for those with at least one year of building products with a Scrum Team.
A voucher for the Professional Scrum Product Owner II certification exam (PSPO II) in included in the training
price.

Prerequisites

For this training you need at least one year of experience as a product owner and you need the PSPO-I
certificate from Scrum.org.

Objectives

This training is made up of a number of modules, which address the main subjects:

Value: How to keep business value in mind for all you do. How do you express it and how do you
validate it? How do you develop a sufficiently wide perspective?
Stakeholders: How do you work with stakeholders. How do you take them along, how do you involve
them, how do you influence them?
Do the right things: How do you experiment in the right way? How do you figure out what works. Lean
Startup and Growth Hacking are discussed.
Quality: How to evolve from Change Owner to Product Owner. How do you keep your ability to change
unprecedentedly high?
On scale: How can you develop products with more than one team. What do you need to watch out
for, how does your role change?
Backlog management: Advanced techniques and practices to work with your backlog



If a third-party copyright applies to this course, you will find the copyright on
https://academy.capgemini.nl/en/topic/trademarks/

Capgemini Academy’s general terms and conditions are applied to all products and services
mentioned within this document. For the latest version please check
https://academy.capgemini.com/. The rates of products and services mentioned in this document
are subject to change. For the most recent rates, please also visit our website.

About Capgemini Academy

Capgemini Academy’s professionals offer what people in IT need. Our professionals have a keen
eye for motivation, talent and are aware of specific contexts and circumstances. They move people
to move. Programmes and courses that originate from daily experience of our both didactical and
substantively strong trainers, light a fire within the individual IT professionals.
Real life stories of our professionals’ experience that tell how to solve problems and work with the
people around it, do the rest.

An organization, like ours, helps people and their organizations day by day to get the best out of
themselves and each other. We prepare them to defy tomorrow’s challenges. We stimulate learning
and curiosity. In order for individual IT professionals and their employers, to build better, longer and
more intensive relationships. For mutual benefit.

Capgemini Academy. We transform IT professionals
academy.capgemini.nl
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